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ABSTRACT Robotic exploration of wide terrains, such as agricultural fields, could be challenging while
considering the limited robot’s capabilities in terms of sensing and power. Thus, in this article, we proposed
OGPR*, an Obstacle Guided Path Refinement algorithm for quickly planning collision-free paths utilizing
the obstacles existing in the environment. To tackle the issue of exploring wide terrains, a supervisory-based
collaboration between the quadcopter and a mobile robot is proposed. The quadcopter is responsible for
streaming subsequently live two-dimensional images for the environment under discussion while planning
safe paths for the ground the mobile robot is planning safe paths to manoeuvre. Numerical simulations
proved the significant performance of the proposed OGBR* algorithm when compared to the state of the art
algorithms exist in the literature.
INDEX TERMS OGPR, path planning, tracking, mobile robot, collaborative.
I. INTRODUCTION
Planning feasible paths for robots deployed into working
environments is crucial in many different applications, rang-
ing from the exploration of unknown environments [1], [2],
navigation [3], [4], surveillance [5], [6], or cleaning [7], [8].
The aim is to find as optimal as possible an obstacle-free
path starting from a certain point in the environment, usually
the current robot position, and towards a predefined target
point. Thus, the working environment is usually assumed
to be known, or at least partially known beforehand via an
exploration step conducted before the path planning step or
through a given map for the environment under discussion.
The performance of any path planning approaches is com-
monly assessed against one of the evaluation metrics, e.g.
the time that is taken by the algorithm to find the feasible
path, the length of the obtained path, and the time that will
be taken by the robot to travel from the starting point to
the target point [9]. In wide terrains, such as agricultural
fields, the involvement of a team of robots to achieve the
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Saeid Nahavandi .
required task is often recommended over single robot systems
[10], [11]. This is due to many reasons: first, a team of robots
can fulfil a single task in less time when compared to that of
a single robot [12], [13]. Furthermore, using several robots
introduces a share of capabilities where each robot can do
a specific navigation task depending on its resources, and in
the end, all these achievements will be combined [14]. Mean-
while, teams of robots, therefore, tackle the known single
point of failure issue and can bemore fault-tolerant than a sin-
gle robot. Thus, addressing the problem of collaborative path
planning is promising, where a team of more than a single
robot is collaborating in finding feasible obstacle-free paths
in wide terrains. Path planning approaches are divided into
two categories [15], traditional methods and soft computing
methods. The traditional methods do not demonstrate intelli-
gence in the path planning technique, unlike the soft comput-
ing methods that do. The output path of traditional methods
is deterministic and it requires exact input data and is called
on several types of algorithms like the node-based algorithms
and sampling-based algorithms [16], [17]. Some exam-
ples of the node-based algorithms are, Dijkstra’s algorithm
[18]–[21], A* [22]–[24], LPA* [25], Theta* [26], [27] and
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D* [28] which split the environment into several nodes.
Moreover, the sampling-based algorithms have many exam-
ples like RRT [29]–[31], RRT* [32]–[34], Artificial Poten-
tial Field [35], [36] which has the disadvantages of high
complexity and local minima, and Roadmap algorithms
[37]–[39]. The completeness is one of the advantages of
these traditional methods in addition to that increasing the
problem size increases the execution time. On the other hand,
soft computing methods have many examples like particle
swarm optimization algorithm [31], [40], [41] which is ten
times faster than the Fuzzy logic [42]–[44], Genetic algo-
rithm [45]–[47] which is used to avoid the local minima
and the high execution time problems, Memetic algorithm
[48], neural networks [49]–[51] and Ant colony [52], [53].
Although the solutions of the soft computing methods suffer
from the unpredictability, the uncertainty and near-optimal
path instead of exact solutions, these methods can be used in
environments that higher artificial intelligence is needed and
not enough information and noisy information is provided.
Although the advance of the mentioned path planning
techniques, the issue of collaborative path planning for a
team of robots to explore a wide terrain still needs to be
addressed. Thus, in this article, we proposed a Collabora-
tive Obstacle-Guided Path Refinement OGPR* algorithm for
planning collision-free paths in wide terrains. A quadcopter
is streaming multiple images for the area under investiga-
tion and the proposed OGBR* algorithm plan safe paths for
a ground mobile robot to navigate this environment. One
demand application of this algorithm is the inspection of
agricultural fields, where the area is significantly wide for
a single mobile robot to navigate. Meanwhile, the ground
robot could be responsible for picking fruits, an inspection
of flowers, etc.
The proposed OGPR* is an enhancement of our previous
OGPR [54] algorithm was the collaboration between two
robots in planning safe paths is considered. The key contri-
butions of OGPR* are listed as follows:
• Online path planning technique where from live stream
images a real-time computation is done to find the fea-
sible obstacle-free paths.
• Optimization-based based on Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion (PSO) is utilized to quickly find feasible paths while
considering obstacles in the environment into account.
• A cooperative approach in planning between aerial and
ground robots.
The proposed OGBR* algorithm in this study is described
in Section II. The performance evaluation is explained in
detail in Section III while numerical simulations are achieved
in Section IV. The results and their discussion are presented
in Section V. Finally, the conclusions from this research are
summarized in Section VI.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this article, we have developed OGPR* algorithm which is
an extension and improvement of the OGPR algorithm [55]
to generate an optimized short path between two points in
remarkably shorter time compared to the A* [56], [57] algo-
rithm as discussed in the results.
OGPR* algorithm has several advantages over the stan-
dard OGPR algorithm as follows; OGPR algorithm requires
the previously known equations of the shapes of the obsta-
cles, OPGR* algorithm is simply developed without previous
knowledge of the shapes of the obstacles to developing their
equations. Moreover, one of the best advantages of OGPR*
algorithm is that its input is the image and the orientation of
the two points only while the OGPR algorithm requires a pre-
vious shape recognition step for the knowledge of the differ-
ent shapes of the obstacles of the environment and their sizes
and parameters which would make the algorithm more com-
plicated unlike the simple OGPR* algorithm. Also, OGPR
algorithm requires several complex mathematical operations
unlike the OGPR* algorithm is very simple as it will be
described in the next sections.
On the other hand, OGPR and OGPR* algorithms have
the same concept and use the swarm optimization step, only
the difference between them is the method of applying the
concept.
The OGPR method [54], [55] has a mathematical strategy
to generate an optimized path between two points. It con-
sists of two stages: the first stage is the pre-optimization
stage, in which an initial path is developed between the start
and the target points guided with the edges of the obsta-
cles. To develop this pre-optimization path, a straight line
is developed based on the Heaviside unit step [58] between
the start and target points. further, a mathematical equation is
developed based on the Heaviside step function to describe
the complete shape of obstacles in the environment. Then,
intersection points between the basic line and the obstacles
equations are calculated to define the active obstacles that the
path collide with them. By combining the parts of the basic
line outside the obstacles and one side of the edges each active
obstacle, several pre-optimization paths are obtained.
In the second stage, the pre-optimization path is refined
using particle swarm optimization to make the path shorter
in several iterations each which replaces the longest possible
part of the path by collision-free straight lines. In other words,
the cost function searches for two points on the path that have
the longest length between them, and the constrain function is
a condition to test if the straight line between these two points
is not intersecting any obstacles.
The OGPR method is based on a mathematical represen-
tation of the system that makes it fast [54], [55] to find
the optimized path compared with the state of the art A*
algorithm. On the other hand, the OGPR requires the shape
types of each obstacle and its parameters (e.g. for the circle
shape, it needs the diameter and the centre point) that puts
some limitations on the method and may require a previous
shape recognition step to define the obstacle shapes, their
parameters and their locations in the environment that would
increase the complexity of the method. Another limitation of
the OGPR, despite its simple concept, is its complexity of the
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mathematical representation that makes it more complex to
be programmed.
All these drawbacks in the OGPR method have motivated
the authors to use develop the OGPR* method for better
representation and to be used in different applications special
in online path planning detection. The OGPR*method is very
similar to the concept of the OGPR method but it has been
applied in matrices to form an image to simplify the method,
have deeper investigations of the capabilities of the concept,
and also to eliminate the previous limitations of the OGPR
method. Similar to the OGPR method, the OGPR* consists
of two stages; the pre-optimization stage and the optimization
stage respectively. these stages are discussed in detail in the
following subsections.
B. THE PRE-OPTIMIZATION STAGE
In the pre-optimization stage, the initial collision-free path
is generated depending on combinations of mini paths that
come from the structure of the obstacles and the straight
line between the start and target points. In the following,
the algorithm of the initial collision-free path generation is
described in detail:
• Step 1 (Initialization):
The inputs to the algorithm, as described in L1−L2 (line
1 and line 2) of Algorithm 1, is the start point, target
point, and a binary image as shown in Fig. 1(a). After
that in L3, edge detection of the obstacles is processed.
Then, in L4, the basic line is developed which is a
straight line between the start and target pixels, as shown
in Fig. 1(b), Further, the abscissa and ordinate of the pix-
els of the basic line are the vectors {XBasicLine,YBasicLine}
respectively.
• Step 2 (Intersection points):
Since {XBasicLine,YBasicLine} pixels store the state of the
free space or the obstacles, the toggle of the states reveals
the intersection points between the basic line and the
obstacle. In case there is no obstacles lie on the basic line
between the start and target points, the OGPR path is the
basic line and the algorithm ends as described in L5−L7.
Further, the basic line intersects each obstacle in two
intersection points to divide it into two paths clockwise
and counterclockwise directions. But, in the case of
the concave-shape obstacles, more than two intersection
points may result for this obstacle as shown in Fig. 1(c).
So, the dummy intersection points between the two
essential intersection points are eliminated, in L9, as the
intersection points that fall on the edge pixels of the
same obstacle and they are not the first neither the last
intersection point determined as shown in Fig. 1(d).
• Step 3 (Generation of the mini paths):
After the intersection points are obtained, their states are
toggled, which divides the obstacle edge to two mini
paths as shown in Fig. 1(e). These two mini paths repre-
sent the possibilities for the clockwise and counterclock-
wise directions to avoid the obstacle paths and generated
Algorithm 1 The Pre-Optimization Step Algorithm
1: Input: Start point, target point, binary image of environ-
ment
2: O = binary image of environment
3: B = Edge detection of O
4: {XBasicLine,YBasicLine} = Basic Line pixels between start
and target points
5: {XIntersection,YIntersection} = end points of
{XBasicLine,YBasicLine} in O
6: if XIntersection is empty then
7: OGPR* path = {XBasicLine,YBasicLine}
8: else
9: Remove in-between points on the same edge of
{XIntersection,YIntersection}
10: {XIntersection,YIntersection} remove from B
Pre-optimization
11: path = Start point
12: for i := 1 to size of XIntersection step 2 do
13: Find two neighbours to {XIntersectioni ,YIntersectioni}
that fall on each edge
14: contour1 = Trace edge of a neighbour in B
15: contour2 = Trace edge of the other neighbour in B
16: contour = min(contour1, contour2)




18: path= [ Pre-optimization path; Lineminipath; contour
]
19: end for
20: Lineminipath = straight line between
{XIntersectioni ,YIntersectioni} and Target
Pre-optimization
21: path = [ Pre-optimization path; Lineminipath]
22: end if
23: Output: Pre-optimization path
by tracing the two neighbours of the toggled intersec-
tion point that fall on the obstacle edge as described in
L10− 16.
• Step 4 (Assembly of the pre-optimization path):
The pre-optimization path is a combination ofmini paths
generated from the obstacles edges and straight lines
between the intersection points to connect these mini
paths. So, the obtained path is assembled by first adding
the straight line between the start point and the closest
intersection point on the first obstacle. Then, the mini
path of the first obstacle. After that, the straight line
between the further intersection of the first obstacle and
the closest intersection point on the following mini path
and so on as described in L17 − 18. Finally, a straight
line between the further intersection point on the final
obstacle and the target is added to the pre-optimization
path in L20 − 21 as shown in Fig. 1(f-g). Although the
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FIGURE 1. OGPR* Pre-optimization step.
OGPR* selects the shortest mini path of the two mini
paths on the obstacle in L16 to develop the shortest
pre-optimization path, this selection is critical, and the
shortest pre-optimization path does not guarantee to
develop the shortest optimized path. So, in situations
where the time is not critical, it is worth to investigate not
only the shortest pre-optimization path but a number of
the pre-optimization paths based on the possible direc-
tions of a mini path to select the shortest optimized path.
to solve this issue, A sampling factor has been developed
and discussed in the sections. which represents the ratio
of the number of the pre-optimization paths developed
from the algorithm and needed to be investigated to the
total number of the pre-optimized paths.
Fig. 1 reveals an example of the OGPR* algorithmworking
steps to develop the pre-optimization path.
C. THE OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
The initial optimized path is equal to the pre-optimization
path which can be represented by a two-column matrix con-
taining all its points, as shown in Eq. 1 where n is the number
of the path points.








The path before being fully optimized, have many large
portions of the path that can be replaced by a straight line
to make it much shorter. It is assumed that Q and W are
the indexes of the first point and endpoint in the path matrix
that the portion fall in between, and it can be replaced by a
free-collision straight line as shown in Eq. 2.

















So, the optimization stage replaces the points between the
index Q to the index W by the points of a free-collision
straight line between these two points. The cost function is
shown in Eq. 3:
Cost function = Q−W (3)
Furthermore, there are two constraints of the straight line
between the two indexes Q and W that the line does not
intersect any of the obstacles and it has not been chosen
in the previous optimization loops. The constraints are be
represented by the logical function M , if at least one of the
condition is satisfied then the output is logical 1 which means
that the selectedQ andW points are unsuitable and otherwise,
it is logical 0 and the line is suitable. The penalty function is
expressed by Eq. 4 which converts the constrained function
to unconstrained one [59]:
Penalty function = Q−W + k ∗M (4)
where k is the penalty factor that has a large value so that it
takes effect when the M is satisfied and makes the penalty
function value larger and thus the optimization algorithm
avoids this state.
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Finally, the optimization stage uses particle swarm opti-
mization algorithm [60]–[62] to search for the best values of
the penalty function Eq. 4 and the optimization stage keeps
working in a loop until it produces the most optimized path.
FIGURE 2. OGPR* optimization iterations.
Fig. 2 illustrates an example of the iterations of the OGPR*
algorithm to develop the optimized path. In the first iteration,
the largest portion is close to the target point and is replaced
by a free-collision straight line. Then, the second iteration
replaces the largest portion which is in the middle by another
straight line. After that, in the third iteration, the largest por-
tion happens to be close to the start point and is replaced by
a straight line. Finally, the path is optimized by replacing the
largest portion by a straight line and there are no remaining
portions in the path that can be replaced by a free-collision
straight line.
The optimization step is described in the next algorithm:
III. EVALUATION OF OGPR* ALGORITHM
OGPR* algorithm is developed to generate the shortest path
between two points. It chooses the shortest pre-optimization
path as an initial path for the optimization but it is not neces-
sarily the shortest pre-optimization path should generate the
shortest possible path especially in complex environments.
Also, optimization of all pre-optimization paths and selecting
the shortest optimized path between them can takemuchmore
time.
The number of the pre-optimization paths is 2n as n is
the number of the obstacles, that is why, we developed
OGPR* selection ratio factor which represents the number
of pre-optimization paths used to generate the shortest opti-
mized path and falls in the range of [1, 2n].
In this section, the effects of (the size and complexity
of the environment, and OGPR* selection ratio) factors are
Algorithm 2 The Optimization Step Algorithm
1: Input: Pre-optimization path, binary image of environ-
ment
2: O = binary image of environment
3: Initialize: Optimized path = Pre-optimization path
4: Initialize: Lines = [0 0]
5: Initialize: Q =W = 1
6: while Value is negative do
7: Optimized path (Q) to Optimized path (W) = straight
line
8: Q, W = Swarm Optimization of the objective in Eq. 4
9: Value = value of Eq. 4 at the same Q, W
10: Lines = [Lines; Q W]
11: end while
12: Output: Optimized path
discussed on OGPR* algorithm with comparison to A* algo-
rithm and the probabilistic roadmap [63] in terms of time
execution and path length.
A. THE SIZE AND COMPLEXITY OF THE ENVIRONMENT
The size of the environment and its complexity surely affect
the performance of path planning algorithms as increasing
them leads to increasing the time cost [64], [65]. The com-
plexity can be expressed as the number of obstacles between
the start and target points. Two types of environments are
studied in this research, the cluttered environment and the
corridor environment each which is divided into four envi-
ronments( A, B, C and D) that changes its complexity from
A to D as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
FIGURE 3. Cluttered environments to evaluate OGPR* versus A*.
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TABLE 1. Time in seconds of cluttered environments A, B, C and D.
TABLE 2. Length in pixels of cluttered environments A, B, C and D.
FIGURE 4. Corridor environments to evaluate OGPR* versus A*.
Firstly, the time cost of the cluttered environment is shown
in Table 1 where the difference between the size of the
environment affects slightly the time cost of OGPR*. Further-
more, the complexity of the environment also slightly affects
the time cost of the OGPR*. On the other hand, the time
cost of A* algorithm dramatically increases with the size of
the environment and requires much more time than OGPR*
in large environments which makes it difficult to be used
without resizing the environment or decreasing its resolution
to be bigger than one-pixel unit.
Moreover, Table 2 illustrates the path lengths of the four
environments in different sizes where ’MS’ represents the
map size in pixels. There is no doubt that OGPR* path is
shorter than A* path in all the environments.
Secondly, the corridor environment is compared to the A*
algorithm as well to deeply investigate the complex environ-
ments and its effect on the two algorithms. Tables 3 and 4
shows the detailed behaviour of the OGPR* and A* in terms
of the time cost and the length of the path for different sizes
of the environments respectively.
The results show that the average reduction percentage of
the time cost of the A* using the OGPR* is about 99.95%
in 1000× 1000 pixels environment. Although the OGPR* in
corridor environment consumes much more time than itself
in the cluttered environment and On the contrary, the A*
in corridor environments consumes less time than itself in
cluttered environments, the OGPR* algorithm has much less
time than the A* in cluttered environments with size bigger
than 250×250 and in corridor environments with size bigger
than 500 × 500. Interestingly, mostly the path length of the
OGPR* is much less than the one of the A* and the roadmap
with an average of about 1% and 14% respectively in both the
cluttered and corridor environments. Although, the roadmap
used in this comparison has the smallest possible maximum
number of nodes property to develop the lowest execution
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TABLE 3. Time in seconds of corridor environments A, B, C and D.
TABLE 4. Length in pixels of corridor environments A, B, C and D.
time possible and increasing this maximum number develops
shorter paths, they still are longer than the OGPR* and the A*
and the execution time increases dramatically of the roadmap
algorithm.
Accordingly, OGPR* path planning is much more
advanced and effective than A* in terms of time cost and is
more effective than the road map in the path length.
B. THE OGPR* SELECTION RATIO
The OGPR* selection ratio, Eq. 5, refers to the ratio between
the number of pre-optimization paths used as initial paths for
optimization which later generate a set of optimized paths and
the shortest one is the OGPR* path.





where n is the total number of intersected obstacles.
To demonstrate the effect of the OGPR* selection ratio on
the path length and time cost, a complex environment with a
size of 1000*1000 pixels as shown in Fig. 5 is used for this
comparison between different selection ratios and with A*
algorithm also. Furthermore, fig. 6 shows that the time cost
increase almost gradually with the increase of the selection
ratio (SR) but the path length decreased by 3.869% at the
selection ratio of 25% and kept steady after that.
Thus, OGPR* doesn’t need to test all the possibilities
of pre-optimization paths and the corresponding optimized
paths since it takes longer time which is a disadvantage in
FIGURE 5. OGPR* path and A* path.
time-critical situations. In situations where the path length is
much critical than the time cost, the OGPR* do test all the
possibilities of pre-optimization paths and the corresponding
optimized, and in situations where they both are critical, part
of the possibilities of the selection ratio can be examined to
choose the shortest path in suitable time cost since it doesn’t
need to test all the selection ratios to get the shortest path.
214678 VOLUME 8, 2020
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FIGURE 6. Effect of Selection Ratio in OGPR*.
On the other hand, the time cost of the A* algorithm is
239.367 seconds which is so much higher than the OGPR*,
but A* path length is 984.46 pixels which is slightly shorter
than OGPR* of selection ratio of 116 and longer than other
OGPR* of selection ratios.
IV. SIMULATION IN V-REP ENVIRONMENT
In this study, the simulation environment is built-in V-REP
simulation because its simulation is quite close to the
real-time [66] and it could be similar to the outer circum-
stances of exploration in the real world where the robot has
to explore a large area and the resolution of the quadcopter
camera only permits a small space in each time. So, the envi-
ronment is divided into two terrains and the robot is controlled
to reach the closest green point which represents the target of
the first terrain and thenmove to the second green point which
is the final target. The first terrain contains two black spheres
represent the obstacles that the mobile robot needs to avoid
in his way to the green target. While the second is made up of
seven small black spheres that serve as obstacles. further, The
quadcopter has a high resolution (520*520) camera to detect
the obstacles and the position of the mobile robot which is
mainly a simple pioneer robot with no sensors integrated,
since the vision system of the quadcopter is used instead of
the feedback sensors.
To validate and test the OGPR* algorithm, two sets of
experiments, Static and Dynamic obstacles are designed to
explore an environment while avoiding obstacles using an
aerial robot and a ground mobile robot. The evaluation pro-
cess uses A* algorithm as the reference and compares its
results with the OGPR* algorithm.
FIGURE 7. Static Environment.
In the simulation process, a collaborative strategy between
the quadcopter, and the mobile robot is proposed as shown
in Fig. 12. in this strategy, the quadcopter is the master, where
all the path planning calculations are done on its processor,
while the mobile robot just follows the commands coming
from the quadcopter. Furthermore, the position of the mobile
robot in the image of the quadcopter camera is only identified
using its red colour and the target is painted green and using
colour recognition the pixel position of the robot and the
target are known the whole time within the image.
Although the process of controlling the position of the
mobile robot requires the knowledge of its current position
and direction and the required position and direction of the
path in the environment, the system does not require the exact
position of the robot since the robot and path are defined as
nodes in the image and the error between the V-rep environ-
ment and the image is compensated by the PI controller gains.
Using the inverse kinematics of the pioneer [67], the error in
the direction between the robot and the path is determined
and is controlled as well as the position error.
The required positions of the robot are given from the path
planning of the robot using the OGPR* or A* algorithms.
Interestingly, a PI controller performed efficiently driving the
robot through the whole path to the target. After the robot
finishes the first terrain and reaches its target, it sends a signal
to the quadcopter which then flies horizontally to a suitable
position in the middle of the second terrain to track the robot
during its motion. Then, the loop starts again, and a new
path is generated between the robot position and the target.
Ultimately, this process can be repeated in situations where
a large set of terrains is presented and a few certain targets
in each of them. Fig. 8 shows the process of collaboration
between the mobile robot and the quadcopter.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the simulation are divided into static obstacles
and the dynamic obstacles to evaluating the response of the
VOLUME 8, 2020 214679
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FIGURE 8. Collaborative behaviour.
OGPR* algorithm in critical situations in which the time cost
is crucial as well as the path length.
A. STATIC OBSTACLES ENVIRONMENT
The pioneer mobile robot and a quadcopter system are used
as a platform to test the validity of the OGPR* path. The
quadcopter is fixed in a suitable position n in themiddle of the
terrain. The size of the map is 512×512 which the resolution
of the quadcopter camera. Fig. 9(a-c) shows snapshots from
the camera in the first terrain during the path tracking of the
robot to the OGPR* path. The static environment consists
of two terrains which the target point of the first terrain in
the start point of the second terrain. When the robot reaches
the target in the first terrain in Fig. 9(c), the quadcopter
moves to another suitable position to the second terrain that
includes the pioneer and the second target. Fig. 9(d-f) shows
the tracking of the pioneer to the OGPR* path in the second
terrain. Similarly, Fig 10(a-c) shows the robot tracking of the
A* path between the start and target points in the first terrain
and Fig 10(d-f) shows the robot tracking of the A* path in
the second terrain.
The cost time of OGPR* algorithm is 0.139006 and
0.1102 seconds respectively for the first and second environ-
ments, while the cost time of A* is 14.733410 and 8.8575 sec-
onds for them respectively which is so much higher. On the
other hand, A* algorithm is used for planning a path in the
same static environment.
Furthermore, the total path travelled by the robot using A*
algorithm is 884.4544 length unit which is also higher than
the path length generated by the OGPR* algorithm which is
840.7855 length unit. The maximum velocity of the Right
wheel and the left wheel using OGPR* is 2.84 m/s and
3.02 m/s respectively. Similarly, the maximum velocity of
FIGURE 9. Static environment using OGPR* algorithm: (a),(b) and (c) are
first terrain and (d),(e) and (f) are the second terrain.
the Right wheel and the left wheel using A* is 2.99 m/s and
3.17 m/s respectively. The estimated path generated of the
algorithm and the actual path travelled by the pioneer robot
are shown in Fig. 11. This means that the robot requires more
time to plan the path and also reaching the target and energy in
the A* algorithm because it has much longer execution time
and path length than these of the OGPR* algorithm.
B. DYNAMIC OBSTACLES ENVIRONMENT
The environment with dynamic obstacles is used for the
evaluation of the OGPR*, to describe the behaviour of the
mobile robot inmoving obstacles environment where the time
cost is critical and needs to be small as possible to update the
free-collision path before any collisions. In the simulation,
the algorithm is repeated in a loop for every short time to
update the robot path in each step it takes.
1) 512× 512 ENVIRONMENT
The OGPR* algorithm is used to map and guide the pioneer
robot while avoiding moving obstacles. The map resolution is
512×512 pixels. In this environment, one obstacle is moving
cutting the path of the robot, and another static obstacle as
shown in Fig. 12.
Because of the small value of the OGPR* algorithm time
cost, it successfully guided the robot from the start point to the
target point without any collision with the moving obstacles.
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FIGURE 10. Static environment using A* algorithm: (a),(b) and (c) are first
terrain and (d),(e) and (f) are the second terrain.
On the other hand, theA* algorithmwas so slow that the robot
takes almost 16 seconds to know its next move so that it can’t
avoid any obstacle directed to its path.
2) SCALING THE ENVIRONMENT
One disadvantage of the A* algorithm is that its execution
time increases greatly by increasing the size of the map.
In this experiment, the map is resized to minimize the size
of the map and then execute the A* algorithm and getting
the A* path and then resizing the path to its original map
to reduce the run time of the algorithm. The same steps
are done to the OGPR* algorithm to compare the two algo-
rithms concerning small size maps in a moving environ-
ment. Fig. 13 shows the moving path planning using A*
algorithm after scaling the environment to 20 % of its size.
Although the robot takes about 0.0523 second to generate
the first straight free-collision path, the path is harsh and
has sharp edges due to the scaling. That is why it is not
recommended to scale down the environment to use the
A* algorithm.
Furthermore, increasing the scaling factor of the environ-
ment greatly affects the path tracking and path generation of
the robot using A* algorithm. Fig.14 shows the moving path
planning using A* algorithm with a scaling factor of 60%.
FIGURE 11. The path of the estimated path and the actual path.
FIGURE 12. Moving obstacles environment using OGPR* algorithm.
It is clear that that the robot has unbalanced rotation until it
reaches the target since it requires the robot to generate the
first free-path more than 1.5 seconds.
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FIGURE 13. Moving environment using A* algorithm of 0.2 scale
environment (102 × 102 pixels).
FIGURE 14. Moving environment using A* algorithm of 0.6 scale
environment (307 × 307 pixels).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, an OGPR* algorithm is proposed that
would allow the OGPR algorithm previously proposed to
collaboratively plan safe robot paths. To gain a deeper under-
standing of the OGPR* algorithm, a comparison between
the state-of-art A* and the roadmap algorithms has been
conducted with cluttered and corridor environments varying
in their complexities and sizes. Furthermore, two real-time
simulations with an aerial and a mobile robot with static and
dynamic obstacles have been used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the OGPR* algorithm in critical time situations as
compared to the A* algorithm. In the static obstacles simula-
tion, the time reduction ratio of the OGPR* is about 98.94%
compared to the A* algorithm while a reduction of the total
path length to 4.94% is obtained using OGPR* compared
to the A* algorithm. Additionally, in the dynamic obstacles
simulation, the OGPR* has successfully guided the ground
robot to its target point without collision. On the other hand,
the A* algorithm has failed to plan safe paths in a 512× 512
pixels environment unless its size is eventually reduced to
20% where jerky movements are obtained. However, the pro-
posed OGPR* has been found to be more effective in guiding
a ground robot toward a full-sized environment with no need
for reduction.
Future research directions could be involving real robots
in the experiments. Also, Monte-Carlo simulations could be
conducted to verify the robustness of the proposed OGPR*
algorithm.
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